D
uring the last several years, we have seen a Hollywood film (Fly Away Home, Columbia Pictures), a plethora of minor news releases, and some feature-length articles (even including a piece in the New York Times) about teaching birds new (or forgotten) migration paths. Some have lauded the progress made, and some have attempted to debunk it. In December 2001, whooping cranes (Grus americana) migrated to Florida from Wisconsin behind a flimsy aircraft; these were the first whooping cranes to migrate in eastern North America in a century. With the arrival of this tiny flock, it is finally time to examine the numbers and decide whether these costly, labor-intensive, and ostentatious experiments are worthy of our attention and our dollars.
When we realize that both the trumpeter swan (Cygnus buccinator) and the whooping crane were extirpated from the eastern United States many decades ago, the need for reintroduction experiments becomes obvious. In fact, the whooping crane is the most endangered species of crane in the world; all whoopers now living, wild and captive, are descended from at most a dozen birds that lived in the 1940s. Even with sizable reintroduction experiments in Idaho and Florida, there is still only one viable wild population. Recovery plans for the whooper call for the establishment of at least one more migratory population.
So what led us to this experiment in 2001? As soon as it was discovered that hang gliders could fly slowly enough to keep pace with birds, an idea was born (Ellis 2001a) . First, it was John McNeely making his low-budget-but awardwinning-movie by flying his hang glider with a trained redtailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis). Then Bill Lishman, an artist, and Joe Duff, a photographer, began training Canada geese (Branta canadensis) to follow ultralight aircraft (Lishman et al. 1997) . When it was discovered that the geese readily followed (figure 1), it took but a short mental leap to decide to lead them someplace far, such as south for the winter. While the birds were being trained for the first ultralight-led migration, a tiny conference was held at Airlie near Warrenton, Virginia. Our little group decided, even before the success or failure of the goose migration was known, that the idea was good enough that it should be tested, in hopes it would work to reestablish migratory populations of cranes and swans. So it was that even before 18 goslings completed their 680-kilometer (km) migration from Purple Hill, Ontario, to the Airlie Conference Center in Virginia in 1993, our plans were well under way for the dozen or so experiments that followed in rapid succession (table 1) .
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The results with the geese were more than good: They were remarkable. All 16 of the geese that survived the winter at Airlie left north the next spring, and two weeks later 13 plopped down at Purple Hill after their own, unassisted migration. Operation Migration led another flock of geese in 1994. This time 35 of 38 that began the migration arrived safely at Airlie, and the next spring 33 of these returned to Purple Hill. More geese were led south in 1995, with comparable success (table 1) .
In 1995 we began experiments with cranes. In the expectation that what goes up will sometimes come down at inconvenient times and in inconvenient places, the USGS Patuxent Wildlife Research Center began a series of experiments, not only with ultralight aircraft but also with ground vehicles. In two experiments, cranes were led behind a truck (Ellis 2001a) . The first truck migration (figure 2) involved 10 sandhill crane (Grus canadensis) colts (surrogates for the endangered whooping cranes) and a 622-km route from the mountains of northern Arizona to the Mexican border. Almost as soon as the survivors of that migration arrived at their intended wintering grounds, the Buenos Aires National Wildlife Refuge, an ultralight-led sandhill crane migration (figure 3) began from southern Idaho (Clegg et al. 1997) . Two more similar migrations by the same teams followed in 1996.
These first motorized crane migrations experienced several attacks by golden eagles (Aquila chrysaetos; Ellis et al. 1999) , and the low-altitude truck migrations resulted in many powerline collisions and three fatalities (Ellis 2001a ). But, just as for the ultralight-led geese, the survivors of the crane migrations returned north with fair success (more so with the ultralight-led migrations than with the truck-led migrations; Ellis et al. 2001a) . Our biggest problems during the months following these first two migrations were predation (after ultralight migrations) and excessive tameness (after trucking migrations).
Swan experiments began in 1997 (table 1) , with four migrations completed to date (Sladen et al. 2002) . However, the heavy-bodied trumpeter swans were more difficult to rear, train, and lead. What was very easy with geese and more difficult with cranes proved even less facile with swans. Data are too few and too complicated to fairly evaluate the swan experiments, but this much is clear: Success is possible with all three taxa (table 1). Clearly the survival and return rates in ultralight-led migrations with geese and cranes recommend this technique as a practical method of leading sizable flocks of geese and small flocks of cranes.
In addition to the experiments outlined in table 1, we also conducted experiments wherein we transported birds 
(including geese and cranes) south inside various vehicles and released them at intervals to explore their environment (and hopefully to learn the route). One of the experiments with cranes proved that at least some birds could find their way on subsequent migrations, and two cranes bred at our chosen summering site in 2002. These observations show that this technique holds promise. Most birds, however, were apparently disoriented, and none completed their first spring migration at the correct time, so these efforts have been abandoned for now .
Much of the criticism of motorized migrations in the public communications media stems from the tameness of the birds. Some examples: One ultralight-led crane showed up in the front yard of a Mrs. Crane in Georgetown, Idaho. Even less likely, a sandhill crane lost in Utah during migration moved in with an ostrich (Struthio camelus) at the end of Sandhill Street in Mesquite, Nevada. Less remarkable, but more distressing, three cranes flew into a level 4 security zone in the state penitentiary in Florence, Arizona (Ellis 2001a) . In using anecdotes to poke fun at the projects, let us not forget that until the whooping crane migration in 2001, all experiments were pilot efforts. Mishaps are part of the early stages of every complex, difficult endeavor. Further, in some surrogate experiments, we purposely chose hazardous routes to troubleshoot solutions before we began with endangered cranes. From our failings in the early experiments, we have refined rearing and training protocols so that our birds, upon completion of the migration, are now much more wary of humans. Just as important, migration teams have now learned how to avoid most hazards.
Many lessons have been learned from the dozen or so migration experiments (Ellis 2001b) . Most important among these is that juvenile geese, swans, and cranes can be readily trained to follow ultralight aircraft or ground vehicles over hundreds of kilometers, and that, under favorable meteorological conditions, single flights can extend to 100 km and NA, not applicable. a. For entries with two numbers, the first is for those that flew all or nearly all of the route with the aircraft or truck. The second number represents additional birds, still alive, that participated along some of the route but were injured, sick, temporarily lost, or uncooperative and were transported in a vehicle to the southern terminus.
b. One of these 13 left the aircraft early in the migration and joined a wild flock but successfully migrated both south and north.
sometimes beyond. However, these migrations require craft that can travel slowly: Air speeds must be 45 to 60 km per hour for the birds to follow long distances. Mortality can be minimized by flying high to avoid attacks by golden eagles, by choosing routes that minimize powerline crossings, and by modifying aircraft to shield birds from propellers. We have also learned that chicks need not be reared at the northern terminus of the migration. They may be reared at a more convenient location (i.e., at a propagation center), then, at fledging age, be transported to a training area at the northern terminus. Most juveniles that are led south during their first autumn will return north come spring. They usually return to the exact release site but sometimes return only to the general area (i.e., within 100 km of the release site). Additional migrations (both north and south) have been recorded for surviving birds. A surprise to us was that in spring, even the birds that home most accurately do not fly the route used on their first fall training flight. There may be some exceptions to this rule, but in general, during spring migration, the birds follow the most direct route rather than repeat the circuitous path necessitated by motorized craft needing to refuel and to avoid obstacles. We have some evidence that cranes, at least, are better at returning to the latitude than to the longitude of our chosen termini. In spring, cranes in some experiments seemed to go directly to our chosen latitude, then wander east and west in search of the fledging site.
On the negative side, our migrations are characterized by having a small number of uncooperative birds. About 10 percent of the birds will disrupt migration flights by wandering away from the lead craft, and these birds will sometimes lead others astray. We devised various ways of controlling aberrant birds (e.g., food deprivation and abandonment training; Ellis et al. 2001a ). We also learned that uncooperative birds and birds that are sick or injured during the migration will, if trucked south even for most of the route, return north in spring if they are well integrated into a social group that has flown the route.
In summary, from more than a dozen pilot experiments, we now have operational techniques that are being used to lead birds long distances along the chosen routes, with high survival rates and with acceptable numbers of birds returning north to our preferred locations in spring. In some experiments, birds have also performed additional fall and spring migrations to and from our preferred sites.
Although we are constantly improving our training and migration techniques to meet the peculiarities of each project, and although our efforts to date have been so limited that we cannot be certain that wild populations can be established by these methods, the techniques have been sufficiently successful that we recommend them for application to those species whose juveniles learn migration routes from their parents. The concept of assisting wildlife to learn new, or long-forgotten, migration pathways is sound. We forecast a 
time when this concept is applied with trucks, boats, lighterthan-air balloons, airships (for which pilot work is now under way), and other craft to restore the migrations of birds of many taxa (even those birds that do not follow their parents on their first migration), migratory ungulates, and perhaps even arthropods. We merely began with geese, cranes, and swans. The future is limitless.
